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Introduction

The meaning of the term ion is different in different fields of physics. In a general physical con-
text, the ion is an atom with unbalanced electric charge. An ion of mass 2 amu is called a light ion
and an ion of mass 200 amu is called a heavy ion. In the atmospheric physics, the atmospheric ion
or air ion means any airbome particle that drifts relative to the surrounding air controlled by
electric field [13]. Light or small or fast air ions are charged molecular clusters of mass typically a
few hundreds of amu. Heavy or large or slow air ions are charged macroscopic panicles of mass
about 108 amu.

When discussing the applications of air ion measurements, the methods based on natural ioni-
zation and artificial ionization should be differentiated. Artificial ionization is used in plasma
chromatography (millisecond-aged cluster ion mobility spectrometry) [2] to detect trace gases in
environmental air. Another application of artificial ionization is the electrical aerosol analysis
[16] based on artificially charged large air ion mobility spectrometry. The present paper is dealing
with the methods employing the measuring of naturally created air ions. The amount and mobility
distribution of these ions offer hidden information about air pollution. On the other hand, the
natural air ions are active in some environmental processes and they should be considered as an
immediate environmental factor.

Air ions as environmental factor

The hypothetical biological activity of air ions has been a subject of extensive research and hot
discussions. The list of relevant publications has reached 1488 in the reference list of a monograph
[23] published at 1960. Nevertheless, the existence of the direct biological effect of air ions is not
reliably proved until today. The contemporary viewpoint of scientists is skeptic [4, 7]. A recent
thorough survey [15] is concluded by words "So far, those facts do not suggest that humans are
directly affected by small ions". ;

Independent of the hypothetical biological effect, the air ions are active in two phenomena of
environmental importance: the ion-induced nucleation and the electrostatic deposition of air pol-
lutants.

Homogeneous condensation of water in the atmosphere is not possible. All cloud droplets are
born on condensation nuclei. The amount of condensing water does not depend on nuclei. If the
number of condensation nuclei decreases, the droplets will be bigger and the development of rain
is activated. Small air ions in themselves are not active as cloud condensation nuclei but they can
initiate the process of gas-to-particle conversion producing condensation nuclei. The correspond-
ing process is called the ion-induced nucleation [3]. The ion-induced nucleation in the atmos-
pheric air essentially depends on the trace gases of extremely low concentration and theoretical
estimation of the role of this phenomenon in environmental processes is hindered. The condensa-
tion nuclei born on small air ions are inherently charged and the balance of charged and uncharged
fractions of nanometer particles is modified by ion-induced nucleation [22]. Charged nanometer
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particles act as intermediate air ions. It follows the measuring of intermediate air ions has an
application as a method of diagnostics of the ion-induced nucleation in atmospheric air.

Another environmental effect is the electrostatic precipitation of air pollutants. Some air pol-
lutants like pyridine bases or free halogens have enhanced proton or electron affinity and their
molecules have high probability to be charged and act as small air ions [8, 19]. The air ions are
deposited on the tips of leaves and conifers affected by natural and artificial electric fields. Geo-
metrically selective deposition of pollutants has consequences of environmental importance. High
probability to carry positive charge is characteristic of radon daughters in air [14]. Recently, the
effect of electrostatic deposition of radon daughters by indoor electric fields has been shown [9].
The same issue is presented outdoors. The radon daughters are plated out from air in thunder-
storm electric fields [24]. It is possible that the electrostatic deposition of air ions is responsible
for the environmental effect of high voltage power lines.

Air ions as environmental indicator

The average value of the ionization rate q in a few lower meters of the atmosphere is about
10 cm'V1 . An almost stable component of 2 cnfV1 is created by the cosmic rays, the variable
rest is a characteristic of environmental radioactivity . The direct measuring of the ionization rate
is troublesome. Easy to measure quantities are the air conductivity and polar concentrations of
small air ions n+ and />_ . A rough model of the equilibrium of small air ions is

q = an2 +gn ,
where n = (/»* + nJ) I 2 is the average concentration of small air ions, a is the coefficient of
recombination and g is a characteristic of the content of the aerosol particles in the air. Thus, the
small air ion concentration depends on two factors of environmental importance: q andg.

AJlik [1] made the first thorough analysis of the electrical conductivity of the air as an indicator
of air pollution. He split the conductivity into the product of two factors, where the first is pro-
portional to q and the second occurs close to the inverse value of the coefficient g. AJlik called the
second factor the electric factor of air purcness. Correspondingly, the coefficient g could be
called the factor of air impurity. Really, this term is too pretentious because the coefficient g is
characterizing the paniculate pollution only. It measures the capability of aerosol particles to
adsorb small ions and a more adequate term is the aerosol electric density [21]. The aerosol elec-
tric density is closely related to the diameter concentration of the particle Nd:

On the occasion of spherical particles, Nj indicates the length of the chain composed of all parti-
cles in a volume unit. Unpolluted natural air contains about 1 km panicles in 1 m3 and its electri-
cal aerosol density is about 0.02 s"1.

A small air ion encounters about 1010 neutral molecules per second. The lowest concentration
of a trace gas of high proton or electron affinity detectable by the means of a mobility spectrome-
ter depends on the age of air ions. If the age is 10 ms, typical for a drift tube mobility spectrome-
ter, the lowest relative concentration is estimated about 10~n. The maximum age is reached in the
naturally ionized atmospheric air where the average age of small ions is about 102 s. Thus, the
mobility spectrometry of natural air ions is promising enhanced sensitivity compared with the
plasma chromatography. In practice, the sensitivity is limited by instrumental noise and the prob-
lems of interpretation of the measured spectra.

The measuring of the mobility spectra of large air ions created by anificial charging of aerosol
panicles is a common method of aerosol measurement [16]. The artificial charging is efficient in
the panicle size range above 10-100 nm. In the nanometer size range, the methods based on
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natural bipolar charging are competitive. If the mobility spectrum of natural large air ions is
measured, the nanometer aerosol particle size distribution can be calculated [11, 12]. The
measuring of large air ions can be used as a method of diagnostics of atmospheric aerosol.

Measuring methods

The time of flight (TOF) method for mobility spectrometry of natural air ions is essentially com-
plicated by the necessity to enter the ions into the instrument from the atmospheric air. The con-
centration of natural air ions is low and the signal of a TOF spectrometer is weak, especially on
the occasion of low mobility. Thus, the air flow method or aspiration method [13, 20] is preferred
when measuring ions of natural origin in atmospheric air.

Air conductivity is an element of standard atmospheric electric measurements. It is closely
related to small air ion concentration and measured by integral aspiration condenser called the
Gerdien tube. The results of long-term measurements in more than ten stations are collected in the
World Data Center on Atmospheric Electricity [6]. These data have been used to derive conclu-
sions about a long-term trend of air particulate pollution [18]. The simultaneous opposite effect of
radioactive pollution complicates the environmental interpretation of air conductivity measure-
ments.

Simultaneous measuring of the ionization rate and aerosol electrical density provides unambi-
guous information about radioactive and particulate pollution of environmental air. The princi-
pally simplest instrumentation consists of an ionization chamber to measure the value of q, and a
Gerdien tube to measure the small ion concentration /;. The aerosol electric density is calculated
a s S = (l/n ~ &>'• The maintenance of an ionization chamber during long term measurements is
troublesome. An alternative method is the simultaneous measuring of q and g using two Gerdien
tubes, one installed in a standard mode and another tube equipped with a source of additional air
ions and a volume for the aging of ionized air [21]. Theoretically predicted metrological charac-
teristics of the alternative method were confirmed in a test experiment [17].
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Figure I. Size distributions of atmospheric aerosol at Tahkuse Observatory, 1994.
directly measured by an aerosol size spectrometer and

calculated according to large air ion measurements [11].
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Mobility spectrometry of large air ions provides detailed information about fine aerosol parti-
cles in air. Unfortunately, the instrumentation is technically complicated and requires regular
troubleshooting. Most of the known measurements of large air ion mobility spectra are episodic.
Contemporary instrumentation for long term measuring of large air ion mobility spectra is
installed in two stations: Tahkuse, Estonia [10] and Pune, India [5]. Particle size spectra pre-
sented in Figure 1 demonstrate how the air ion measurements are complementing the traditional
atmospheric aerosol measurements.
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